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Abstract
We define a generalization of local distributed graph problems to (synchronous round-based)
dynamic networks and present a framework for developing algorithms for these problems. We
require two properties from our algorithms: (1) They should satisfy non-trivial guarantees in
every round. The guarantees should be stronger the more stable the graph has been during the
last few rounds and they coincide with the definition of the static graph problem if no topological
change appeared recently. (2) If a constant neighborhood around some part of the graph is stable
during an interval, the algorithms quickly converge to a solution for this part of the graph that
remains unchanged throughout the interval.
We demonstrate our generic framework with two classic distributed graph, namely (degree+1)-
vertex coloring and maximal independent set (MIS).
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1 Introduction
Many modern computer systems are built on top of large-scale networks such as the Internet,
the world wide web, wireless ad hoc and sensor networks, or peer-to-peer networks. Often, the
network topology of such systems is inherently dynamic: nodes can join or leave at any time
and (e.g., in the context of overlay networks or mobile wireless networks) communication links
might appear and disappear constantly. As a consequence, we aim to develop distributed
algorithms that can cope with a potentially highly dynamic network topology and to understand
what can and what cannot be computed in a dynamic network. In particular, we investigate
techniques to develop distributed dynamic network solutions for distributed graph problems
and more specifically for solving local distributed graph problems such as computing a graph
coloring or a maximal independent set (MIS) of the network graph (see, e.g., [1, 5, 6]).
Most previous work on solving distributed graph problems in the dynamic setting is of
the following flavor [3, 2]: After one or more topology changes, the algorithm has a recovery
period to fix its output and the network does not undergo any changes during this recovery
period. If further dynamic changes occur while recovering from a previous change such an
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algorithm loses its guarantees and it might even fail to provide any guarantees at all. We
therefore follow a different approach. Our randomized algorithms constantly adapt to a
changing environment. They always satisfy non-trivial guarantees, no matter how dynamic
the network is. The guarantees become stronger if the network is less dynamic. In particular,
if the network becomes static in a constant neighborhood around some part of the network,
the solution of that part also converges to a static solution after a short time.
In the present paper, we develop a framework to build distributed dynamic network
algorithms with the aforementioned properties and apply the framework to two of the classic
distributed graph problems, namely, the problem of computing a maximal independent set
(MIS) and the problem of computing a vertex coloring of the network graph. We however
note that the general framework also applies to various additional graph problems. For
example, it seems particularly suitable to convert classic covering or packing optimization
problems to the dynamic setting. Examples for such problems are minimum dominating
set, minimum vertex cover, or maximum matching. For the coloring problem, our algorithm
guarantees that after two nodes are joined by an edge, they can only have the same color for
a short time. Further, the total number of colors used is still essentially upper bounded by
the maximum degree of the network as in the static version of the problem. In the context
of dynamic networks, the degree of some node v at a time t is defined to be the number of
distinct neighbors v has had during the last few rounds.
2 Model, Contribution & Techniques
We model a dynamic network as a synchronous system over a set V of n potential nodes.
Time is divided into rounds and in each round r = 0, 1, 2, . . . , there is a communication
graph Gr = (Vr, Er). We generally assume that nodes can wake up gradually, however for
the purpose of this summary, we assume that all nodes wake up initially and we thus have
Vr = V for all r ≥ 1. We consider graph problems that can be decomposed into two parts
that are given by a packing and a covering graph property. Essentially, a packing property is
a graph property that remains true when removing edges and a covering property is a graph
property that remains true when adding edges. In addition, we assume that the validity of a
solution can be checked locally, i.e., by evaluating it in the constant neighborhood of every
node [4]. For example, the problem of finding an MIS on a graph G can be decomposed into
the problem of finding a subset S of the nodes such that no two neighbors are in S (packing
property) and S is a dominating set of G (covering property). For the (degree+1)-coloring
problem, the requirement that the vertex coloring is proper is a packing property and the
requirement that the color of a node v is from {1, . . . ,deg(v) + 1} is a covering property.
For a given graph problem and an integer parameter T ≥ 1, we say that a given solution
is a T -dynamic solution at time r if a) the solution satisfies the packing property for the
intersection graph GT∩r = Gr−T+1 ∩ Gr−T+1 ∩ . . . ∩ Gr (i.e., the graph that contains all
edges that have been present throughout the last T rounds), and b) the solution satisfies the
covering property for the union graph GT∪r = Gr−T+1 ∪Gr−T+1 ∪ . . . ∪Gr (i.e., the graph
that contains all edges that have been present at least once in the last T rounds). We believe
that this provides a natural generalization of a static graph problem to the dynamic context.
Note that the dynamic guarantees are stronger the less dynamic the graph is and if the graph
has been static during rounds r − T + 1, . . . , r, a T -dynamic solution at time r is the same
as a static solution for the given graph problem for the graph Gr in round r.
When designing a distributed algorithm for a given dynamic graph problem, we require
that for some T ≥ 1, the algorithm outputs a T -dynamic solution after each round r. Assume
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that we can construct an algorithm A such that if all nodes start A in round 1, after round
T , A outputs a T -dynamic solution w.r.t. to the first T graphs (i.e., a solution that satisfies
the packing property for GT∩T and the covering property for GT∪T ). Given such an algorithm
A, we can in principle design an algorithm that always outputs a T -dynamic solution by
just starting a new instance of A in every round and outputting the solution of an instance
started in round r + 1 after round r + T . However, such a solution would not be satisfactory
because especially if A is randomized, the output might change completely from round to
round even if the graph is only mildly dynamic or even static. Thus we refine this approach
and define two abstract types of algorithms to deal with dynamic graph problems.
For two positive integers T and α, we say that an algorithm A1 is a (T, α)-network-static
algorithm for a given dynamic graph problem if it satisfies the following properties. At the
end of each round r ≥ 1, the algorithm outputs a valid partial solution for the graph Gr (In a
partial solution, nodes are allowed to output ⊥ and for each node v that outputs a value 6= ⊥,
there is an extension of the partial solution such that the packing property for v is satisfied
and the covering property for v is satisfied for all extensions of the partial solution). In
addition, if the α-neighborhood of some node v remains static in some interval [r, r2], v must
output a fixed value 6= ⊥ throughout the interval [r+T, r2]. Further, for a positive integer T ,
we say that an algorithm A2 is a T -dynamic algorithm for a given dynamic graph problem if
it satisfies the following property. Let r ≥ 1 be some round and assume that we are given a
valid partial solution for Gr. If A2 is started in round r+1, at the end of round r+ T − 1, it
outputs a T -dynamic solution that extends the given partial solution for Gr. The following
theorem shows that a T1-dynamic algorithm and a (T2, α)-network-static algorithm can be
combined to obtain a distributed algorithm that always outputs a T1-dynamic solution while
behaving well if the graph is locally static for sufficiently long. Our framework thus allows to
separate the two tasks of (1) always outputting a T -dynamic solution and (2) providing a
locally stable output if the network is locally static.
I Theorem 1. Let T1 and T2 be positive integers, P a packing, and C a covering problem.
Given a T1-dynamic algorithm and a (T2, α)-network-static algorithm for (P, C), one can
combine both algorithms to an algorithm such that:
1. (dynamic solution) Its output in round r is a T1-dynamic solution for (P, C) .
2. (locally static) If the graph is static in the α-neighborhood of a node v ∈ Vr in all rounds
in an interval [r, r2], then the output of v does not change for all rounds in [r+T1+T2, r2].
3 Two Sample Problems: MIS & Vertex-Coloring
We show how to apply the above framework to two of the classic local symmetry breaking
problems: computing a vertex coloring and computing an MIS of the network graph. In both
cases, we only slightly adapt existing randomized algorithms (e.g., [5, 1, 6]) to obtain the
results. We see the relatively simple adaptation – compared to a huge and heavy machinery –
of existing static algorithms to the dynamic case as a strength of the framework in terms
of practicability. Of course, some of the existing proofs need additional care and some
algorithms, e.g., the MIS algorithm by Ghaffari [5], need some (crucial) modifications to
assure termination in the dynamic setting.
I Corollary 2. There is a T = O(logn) and an algorithm that, w.h.p., outputs a T -dynamic
solution for (degree+1)-coloring (for MIS) in every round and the output of any node v is
static in all rounds in the interval [r+2T, r2] if the 2-neighborhood of v is static in all rounds
in the interval [r, r2].
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